PREVAS
SOLUTIONS

A COMPLETE
SUPPLIER TO
ROBOT-BASED
PRODUCTION
FACILITIES
Nordic industry is facing major challenges requiring that productivity be increased each
year, which in turn means that internal and external processes must be improved. Automating production operations and making them more efficient are among the most important
measures a company’s management team can take in meeting the challenges of today’s
competitive market.
There is both a belief in the future and potential for more
efficient production in Nordic industry. Our extensive experience and expertise within industrial automation allows
us to offer complete production facilities built on solid
application know-how, own and external products, as well
as specific consulting services.

of engineering firms. This works well for our customers
because Prevas handles all deliveries and assembly, in
full accordance with the requirement specifications for
the finished robot. We then reassemble it all at the endcustomer’s site. Once we’re done, they have a completely
new automation cell, ready to use.

ALL-INCLUSIVE LINE
Prevas has substantial application know-how, and with
leading-edge expertise in electronics, software and mechanical engineering, as well as robot programming, we
can strengthen competitiveness and construct complete
robot-based pro¬duction units. These include both our
own products and those of others, and the projects are
always conducted by our consultants experienced in the
field. We even take on smaller undertakings, such as subprojects in mechanical engineering, design, programming
and software, and we can be of assistance in modifying
smaller existing stations.

Many companies have shown considerable interest in
Prevas’ expanding line of products and services, and
more than 20 customer projects have already been
started or are in the planning stages. One is for Sandvik
Mining’s facility in Västberga (Sweden), where Prevas
has already delivered a production line that includes both
control systems and hardware.

A PARTNER WHO KEEPS IT ALL TOGETHER
Prevas has been a system integrator since 1998. During
recent years the focus has been on providing programming and parent control systems. Now we also can supply
the hardware – i.e. a robot and a complete installation
with gripping units and peripheral equipment – and further
develop the principle and mechanics, often on behalf
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With leading expertise in embedded systems and industrial IT, Prevas contributes by providing innovative solutions that create growth.
Prevas was founded in 1985 and is the main supplier and development partner to leading companies in industries such as life science,
telecom, automotive, defense, energy and engineering. Offices are located in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and India. The company has
just over 600 employees. Prevas has been listed on the NASDAQ OMX Nordic exchange in Stockholm since 1998.

